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Happy, and also sad. Excited, but nervous too. Feeling friendly, with a little shyness mixed

in. Mixed feelings are natural, but they can be confusing. There are different kinds of

happy—the quiet kind and the “noisy, giggly, jump and run” kind. And there are conflicting

feelings, like proud and jealous, frustrated and determined. With gentle messaging and

charming illustrations, a little girl talks about her many layered feelings.

I'm Happy-Sad Today
By Lory Britain with illustrations by Matthew Rivera

Book Highlight:

Asking questions while reading is a great way to support your child’s learning. Ask

questions that draw your child’s attention to details in the story, encourage your child to

make predictions, help your child understand new words, and support your child in

recognizing similarities and differences between the story and their life. Try these out to

get started! 

Questions to Ask While Reading

Birth - 3 Years Old 3 - 5 Years Old

Recommended Age Group: Preschool

Look at the character’s face. How do you

think they are feeling?

 

Can you find a person smiling? Show me!

 

How do you feel?

 

What makes you feel (pick and emotion)?

How does your face look when you feel

(pick an emotion)?

 

Tell me about a time when you felt happy-

sad.

 

What do you do when you feel sad and

mad together?



Children need to know that they have people who will listen to them about their

feelings and support them. Talk with your child about the adults in their lives who

they can talk to about their feelings. You can make a list of these people or put

together a small book of photos to help your child remember who to go to when

they are feeling big or confusing emotions.

There are many ways to handle big emotions. Talk with your child about how you

handle big emotions and help them brainstorm ways they can handle big emotions.

Work together to make a poster or book about all the ideas you come up with

together. This can be a great resource for your child when they aren’t sure how to

handle a big emotion.

Make up your own words for emotions! Sometimes your child might feel excited and

nervous at the same time. What could they call that? Nercited? Excitous? Come up

with your own combinations and help your child build their emotional vocabulary at

the same time.

“The seeds of dreams are
often found in books and
the seeds you help plant
in your community can
grow across the world.”

~ Dolly Parton

If your child likes 

this book, try these next!

For additional resources about reading with your child visit tncrr.org and click on ‘Resources.’ 

Scan to see a video of

I'm Happy-Sad Today

being read.

Activities to Keep Children Engaged

Foster a love of reading through fun activities!

Nervous: feeling fearful about what 

will happen

 

Determined: having a strong feeling that 

you are going to do something and that you

will not allow anyone or anything to stop you

 

Jealous: afraid of losing someone's love 

or attention to another person

 

Proud: feeling pleased, 

satisfied, and worthy

Don't receive books from Dolly Parton's

Imagination Library? Scan the code to

sign up so your child will receive one

new book each month!

Vocabulary 

from the book:

https://tnccrr.org/

